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President’s Note
We could not have ordered more
perfect weather for the first of
our summer jams in the park.
No matter the weather, it’s
always wonderful to be jamming
under the redwoods. Our next
jam in the Municipal Rose
Garden Park is August 5, starting
at 1:00 PM. But why wait…
when you can come early to help
save our site, enjoy a picnic
lunch, tour the rose garden and
start jamming. Bring a chair, your instrument, your
family, and your friends.

Aug 2018
Next Jam: Aug 5

“Afters” provides some talk time after our jam day filled
with music. Last month, I was too busy chatting to join
the group for social time at the Pasta Market. I hope it
was wonderful. This month, plan to join us at a different
restaurant, Mavericks Mexican Grill, less than 3 miles
from the park on Meridian Ave. Directions will be
provided at the jam.
SCVFA’s mission is to preserve, promote and play tunes
handed down as old-time, bluegrass, and other traditional
fiddling styles. Performing for others fulfills our mission
while raising necessary funds for SCVFA. If you wish to
be a performer or know of any performance opportunities,
email Performances [at] fiddlers.org.

Volunteers are what keep SCVFA going and it’s a great way
to connect with more musicians.
Donations are always helpful, especially for the park It takes a village... Let’s all do our part.
--- Susan
jams. Municipal parks do not permit us to collect
admission, but SCVFA still needs to meet expenses.
Visit the membership table, donate as you are able and
Email Delivery
remind your friends to do the same. Many local
corporations offer matching donations for nonWe started delivering the Fiddler’s Rag electronically
profits. Check with your employer and add SCVFA as a
to most members with the July issue. We hope it’s
501(c)(3) organization. Our EIN is 51-0196154.
working well for those receiving it that way. Please let
Donate as you are able and traditional music will reap the
us know if you encounter problems.
benefits.
We’re currently only accepting a single email address
The electronic newsletter had a very good start last
per member household for e-delivery, but hope to
month. If you prefer a paper copy, take a moment and
remove that restriction in a few months.
print it. You can read it at the breakfast table and share it
You can change the email address we use, or opt in or
with your family members. Please contact membership
opt out of e-delivery at any time. Just contact
[at] fiddlers.org if there are any issues related to delivery
Membership Chairman Pete Showman: email to
of the newsletter.
membership [at] fiddlers.org, or call (408) 255-0297,
or talk to Pete in person.
On behalf of SCVFA, I would like to warmly welcome to
our new members: Glady Lee and her two children. I am
delighted to have all of you join the group and hope
SCVFA will provide the community you are looking for
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and new friends that will share in your musical journey.
I am pleased to say we are making progress on the new
SCVFA website. Thanks to Bev and Steve Tracey for
getting us started. Thanks to Wes Mitchell and Liz Alsop
for continuing the project. There is still much work to be
done. Let me know if you are computer savvy and can
offer assistance with any of our continuing tech endeavors.
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The Santa Clara Valley Fiddlers Association is a non-profit membersupported organization.
Donations to SCVFA are greatly appreciated and will assist in keeping
traditional music alive by passing it on to the next generation.
Many local corporations offer matched donations for nonprofits. Check with your employer... they may offer this benefit.
You can easily add SCVFA as a 501(c)(3) organization;
our EIN is 51-0196154
Donate as you are able
and traditional music will reap the benefits.

SCVFA wants musicians to know that we are “not
just for fiddlers”. The image to the right side of
the Fiddler’s Rag name on page 1 includes a
mandolin, a banjo, a guitar and a fiddle, to
illustrate the diversity of instruments played at our
jams and events.
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SCVFA Happenings
SCVFA Slow Jam current tune list

SCVFA Board Meeting

www.fiddlers.org/learning/#slowjam
Angeline The Baker (D)
Arkansas Traveler (D)
Barlow Knife (G)
Girl I Left Behind Me (G)
Jaybird (D)
June Apple (A)
Liberty (D)
Mississippi Sawyer (D)
Over The Waterfall (D)

Red-Haired Boy (A)
Red Wing (G)
Shoo Fly (D)
Soldier’s Joy (D)
Squirrel Hunters (A)
St. Anne’s Reel (D)
Swallowtail Jig (E)
Whiskey Before Breakfast (D)
Wildwood Flower (C)

Thank you all for participating in the slow jam. The
slow jam is for beginners who want to participate in a
slow-paced jam (60-90 BPM). To participate, you
should be able to tune your instrument, play chords at a
steady pace, and (optionally) work up melodies / leads.
We keep things at an easy pace and we often play
breaks together (old time style) even on non-fiddle
tunes. This makes it possible for you to join the jam
wherever you are at in your development as a musician.
So, come join us at the next jam, 1:30 – 2:30.
Mark Your Calendar - Upcoming Events
8/5 1:00 - 5:00pm Free SCVFA music jam at the
Rose Garden Park. More info on page 8 and at
www.fiddlers.org.
"Afters"
Mavericks Mexican Grill 1111 Meridian Av. San Jose
2.6 miles - 8 minutes, Northeast on Naglee Ave
Turn right onto Park Ave
Turn right onto Meridian Ave
(Mavericks is on the right)
8/9-8/12 - Annual Good Old Fashioned Bluegrass
Festival at the San Benito County Historical Park in
Tres Pinos. More info at www.scbs.org/events/gof
8/18 – Redwood Dulcimer Day at the Episcopal
Church of St. John the Baptist, 125 Canterbury Drive
Aptos, California. More info at
www.redwooddulcimerday.org
9/2 1:00 - 5:00pm Free SCVFA music jam at the
Rose Garden Park. More info on page 8 and at
www.fiddlers.org.
Share any performance opportunities at
performances [at] fiddlers.org, and let us know if you
would like to be included as a performer.
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Highlights of the July 25 board meeting will be in the next
issue of the Fiddlers Rag. The next board meeting will be
in September. All members are welcome to attend (For
location and time, ask any Board member).
8/9-8/12 25th Annual Good Old Fashioned Bluegrass
Festival

Discount Advance Tickets are now on sale for the August
9-12 Good Old Fashioned Bluegrass Festival in Tres
Pinos. Information is on the NCBS website www.ncbs.us.

Free Summer Jams in the Park
First Sundays in August & September
1:00 - 5:00 PM
Donations appreciated to keep SCVFA in
the “green”
ROSE GARDEN PARK - San Jose
Naglee at Garden (2 Blocks from Hoover School)
OLD-TIME, BLUEGRASS, COUNTRY, CELTIC AND MORE.
ALL ACOUSTIC STRINGED AND COMPATIBLE
INSTRUMENTS ARE WELCOME
Jam with us

Or

Come To listen

Jamming Starts At 1:00
www.fiddlers.org

President - Susan Goodis: president [at] scvfa.org

Member Directory Correction
The Florida phone number listed for Jim Zimmerman
is incorrect. "(352) 181" should be "(352) 481".
If you have other corrections, send them to
Pete Showman, membership [at] fiddlers.org
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Jam Photos by Susan Goodis

Handsome musicians

More handsome musicians

Wes Mitchell

Guitar break

Old time jam in a redwood grove
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Jam Photos by Susan Goodis (unless otherwise specified)

Dinah showman and Charlotte Prater

Bluegrass corner

Susan Goodis and Chip Curry
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George Bradshaw

Bluegrass fiddlers

Jay Keller and Charlotte Prater
(Submitted by Jay Keller)
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“Arkansas Sheik” is no Laughing Matter
By Patrice Tanti
The simple act of enjoying a good old American
traditional tune can lead one to question in some cases the
intolerant lyrics conveyed.
In a Feb 2018 exchange on the Fiddle-L online forum,
Stacy Philips asks about The Arkansas Sheik, a song
recorded in the 1920s and 1930s that warns Missouri gals
against marrying an Arkansas boy.
“I acknowledge that The Arkansas Sheik is not a fiddlecentered tune though Clayton McMichen has beautiful
solos. There are variants of this song with various states
in the title like West Virginia Gals and the cool minor
versions by Al Hopkins and Cousin Emmy. But my
question is, what is this business with a "sheik"? Was
Riley Puckett fixated on Rudolph Valentino? Is there a
relation to the Skillet Lickers near-contemporaries, the
Mississippi Sheiks? Or to the pop tune Sheik of Araby?
Thanks”.
Yes, good question Stacy, what is this business? Vivian
Williams suggests an answer:
“Because of the Valentino movie and/or the "Sheik of
Araby" song, the word sheik became a synonym for a
romantic lover. So of course the point of the song is that
Arkansas boys are pretty unromantic courters, not sheiks
at all!”
Really? More input on the subject by David Sanderson:
“One might add to this a note about the Arkansas
reference. Most of us may know this, but it should be
pointed out that Arkansas was ironically the bottom of
the barrel, state and people both. This may go back a long
way, since Arkansas Traveler dates to the mid-19th
century. I'm thinking also of Huckleberry Finn, where
Twain makes use of the stereotype during Huck's odyssey
on the river.”
Historical roots don’t make it right… In American Folk
Songs: A Regional Encyclopedia, Norman Cohen
confirms the historical variants of the song:
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“This is our third encounter with a variant of this song;
the others are De Free N--- (Virginia) and West Virginia
Gals (West Virginia). In this version the song has been
turned back into a state-versus-state rivalry, as in the
original 1841 sheet music test. In 1841 it was Virginia
versus Carolina, here it is Missouri versus Arkansas. As
in the West Virginia song, all allusions to African
Americans have been whitewashed out. In titling the
song Arkansa Sheik – not a title encountered in other
renditions – Puckett and McMichen were probably trying
to capitalize on the success of pop songs of the day with
sheik in the title – notably, Sheik of Araby. Both Puckett
and McMichen were from North Georgia. Other state
variants include Kansas Boys, Kentucky Boys, The
Texian Boys, Mississipi Girls, Alsea [Oregon] Boys,
Cheyenne [Wyoming] Boys, On the Road to California,
Don’t Marry the Mormon Boys and Illinois Gals.”
So this one song has many variations, but with the all too
familiar and unfortunate theme of segregating against
others. De Brooks Blevins explores the impact on
Arkansas from the collective stereotype in his book:
Arkansas/Arkansaw: How Bear Hunters, Hillbillies,
and Good Ol' Boys Defined a State.
According to the spring 2011 editorial review by the
Arkansas Historical Quarterly, this book is “....
Interesting to anyone who cares about Arkansas (and
hillbillies), it could also spark comparisons with other
states whose residents feel unjustly stereotyped.”
The inside jacket of the book states:
“What do Scott Joplin, John Grisham, Gen. Douglas
MacArthur, Maya Angelou, Brooks Robinson, Helen
Gurley Brown, Johnny Cash, Alan Ladd, and Sonny Boy
Williamson have in common? They are all Arkansans.
What do hillbillies, rednecks, slow trains, bare feet,
moonshine, and double-wides have in common? For
many in America these represent Arkansas more than any
Arkansas success stories do. In 1931 H. L. Mencken
described AR (not AK, folks) as the apex of moronia.
While, in 1942 a Time magazine article said Arkansas
had developed a mass inferiority complex unique in
American history. Arkansas/Arkansaw is the first book
to explain how Arkansas image began and how the
popular culture stereotypes have been perpetuated and
altered through succeeding generations.”
Arkansas is clearly not alone as a geographical location
in this predicament. Some say it’s just a traditional tune
not to take at face value.
One last quote from Blevins’s book:
“Whether you’ve spent a lifetime denying or defending
the old Wonder State, the impact of the Arkansaw image
on Arkansas and Arkansawyers today is no laughing
matter.”
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You can hear a MIDI rendering of the tune at www.showman.org/tunes/

Quince Dillion’s High-D Reel

Key: D

= 90

(aka "Quince Dillon’s ...", "Quincy Dillon’s ...")
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This is one of the few old-time tunes that require fiddlers to get out of first position, to make that high ‘D’ note. Good
practice!
About the name(s): the Traditional Tune Archive (tunearch.org) has an essay that says Quincy ‘Dillon’ was a CivilWar-era fifer, who taught the tune to fiddler Henry Reed (who gave it its descriptive name, and who was later
recorded, playing this and many other tunes, by archivist Alan Jabbour). Reed is apparently the only known source.
Gene Silberberg’s book Tunes I Learned at the Tractor Tavern asserts that Dillion spelled his name with the extra ‘i’,
but that it’s “commonly pronounced” like ‘Dillon’, without that ‘i’. (The Tune Archive essay also says that Dillon, or
Dillion, signed his name with an ‘X’ on his enlistment papers -- so maybe he didn’t spell it at all!)
Under whichever name, the tune is also in the Fiddler’s Fakebook and the Phillips Collection [of Traditional
American Fiddler Tunes], all with slightly different arrangements. In all three the ‘high D’ part comes first (as it does
above), whereas Alan Jabbour played it the other way around: www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIrRn2Y1mpE. The
recording he made of Henry Reed playing it is ambiguous: it missed the start of the tune, and Reed faded out at the
end after his accompanist stopped, rather than finishing properly. You can hear that recording at the Library of
Congress website: www.loc.gov/item/afcreed000178/
The arrangement here is more or less how I play it, with the melody somewhat simplified compared to those sources
(but still with the high-D part first).
Arranged and typeset in ABC Plus by Pete Showman; rev. 1: 11/23 /2017.
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Santa Clara Valley Fiddlers Association
P.O. Box 2666
Cupertino, CA 95015-2666

Rose Garden Park
July, August
and September
2018

Next Jam: Sunday Aug 5
at 1 pm
Rose Garden Park (see map)
Damaged or Missing Issue? Call us,
or email to: newsletter [at] scvfa.org

Show your pride in SCVFA, get your wearable!
Email sgoodis [at] gmail.com for information

